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1. 

Sick, 

our off dawns

rise.

May hides

your law.

New habitats.

You raze acres—

plot anew.

2.

Not called later.

New names

have caught lizards.

Them.

Bought anew.

 Lip,

neck wringed.

3.

You told me

hyenas ate of

this mote.

Ate new kids.

All my notes.
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4.

Maimed anew—

this guess

of some teeth,

no way said new.

Be here.

Avow you.

5.

All saw 

war renew.

Near death.

New young

and new loons,

whose neck

law knew.

6. 

Meats 

rot

in my nuts.

The new

yard ash

 or leaves

spoke 

a long hymn.
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7.

Avoid a new cat

who ate names.

Enough news.

A voice,

not a hand,

should follow.

8.

A bad dream

must lose.

Far new pole

retching

my atoms.

9.

Bint ashamed,

who nods,

willing,

at me,

threw me pennies,

her red heart

made bare.
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10.

Or a new 

kitten,

yearning

in mind,

ruins me.

Plays

the xylophone

rats love.

11.

No symbol

says only news.

This tool

notes the air,

I who doubt.

12. 

Saw ribbon your doom

in neat loops.

Nave 

silken.

A nimble name—

he dares you.
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13.

Brought her in the home,

knocked,

saw you unarmed

in the bath.

The sky shallow.

14.

Sick of names,

make shawled air

or shawled water

bats hurry in,

mangy,

gnats’ home. 

15. 

So wide time’s

shore she leaves.

Breaks noose,

neck of the air’s bell—

makes holy

news.
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16.

None fly.

All tear at 

rats.

 Rash.

A new oy

gnaws all noon.

Kids hot

all noon.

17.

All’s said.

Hide your doves.

A leaf

breaks,

knew all ailed.

  A hush.

Human near noose.

18.

All hurt.

Sea’s only shells.

Some maimed,

shown.

All leave.

He’ll coo,

vow.
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19.

Attack our 

domed eyes,

old lanterns

like shaved keys.

Attack 

the door. 

What door?

20.

Law mauls us.

Nets choke me.

Sky hangs,

neuters us,

vain,

 who live

or wreck

your meaning. 

21.

Has she made new

our downed eyes?

Ail, aching,

this nation

who forgot days

remain new,

killed Adam.
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22.

Kings in my

old song.

A star new

comes softer.

All lay nude

within Adam’s load.


